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Are you ready to dramatically increase your Google rankings fast?Do you want to get more SEO
traffic with link building?Would you like to master the MOST important ranking factor for Google?
If you ever struggle with getting more traffic from Google, you’re not alone...Maybe you’ve
struggled to build backlinks, your website simply isn’t ranking on Google, or you have no idea
what link building is.The truth is, link building isn’t easy. And it’s important to remember that this
is not your fault!But the ‘publish and pray’ method doesn’t work…If you want higher Google
rankings, you need backlinks to your website.And that’s how ‘Link Building Mastery’ will
empower you.Here’s what you’ll learn:- 9 Tried, Tested And Proven Link Building Strategies That
Actually Work- The Powerful FREE Link Building Technique That Grew My Client’s SEO Traffic
From Out Of Nowhere To 70,000+ Per Month- How To Land Powerful Backlinks At Scale
(Without Paying For Them)- How I Land Free DR80+ Backlinks In Less Than 5 Minutes- Why
Backlinks Are The Most Important Ranking Factor For Your Website’s Google Rankings- 1 Easy
Outreach Strategy That Will Land You Backlinks (Without Writing A Single Blog Post)- Why Over
90% Of Websites Don’t Rank On Google (And How You Can Rank Quickly)PLUS 3 bonus
materials:- Bonus 1: 5 Internal Link Building Hacks To Skyrocket Your Organic Traffic- Bonus 2:
How To Outsource Content Writing [And Save Hundreds Of Hours]- Bonus 3: FREE access to
my link building mastery video courseHow would your life change if you could drive thousands of
leads, customers and sales to your website WITHOUT spending a single penny on advertising?
No matter how overwhelmed, doubtful or frustrated you may feel about SEO link building, you'll
learn how to finally land more backlinks and achieve the ‘Google love’ you truly deserve.Even if
you’re already familiar with link building or you’ve been building backlinks for years, this book will
still teach you some new techniques.So if you’re ready to increase your Google rankings and
grow your website with link building today, then scroll up and click the “buy now” button.
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BacklinksBy Julian Goldie© Copyright by Julian Goldie—All rights reserved.This document is
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this publication is strictly prohibited, and any storage of this document is not allowed unless with
written permission from the publisher. All rights reserved.The information provided herein is
stated to be truthful and consistent in that any liability, in terms of inattention or otherwise, by any
usage or abuse of any policies, processes, or directions contained within is the solitary and utter
responsibility of the recipient reader. Under no circumstances will any legal responsibility or
blame be held against the publisher for any reparation, damages, or monetary loss due to the
information herein, either directly or indirectly.Respective authors own all copyrights not held by
the publisher.The information herein is offered for informational purposes solely and is universal
as so. The presentation of the information is without contract or any type of guarantee
assurance.The trademarks that are used are without any consent, and the publication of the
trademark is without permission or backing by the trademark owner. All trademarks and brands
within this book are for clarifying purposes only and are owned by the owners themselves, not
affiliated with this document.Table of ContentsIntroductionChapter 1—What Is Link Building?
Chapter 2—Link-Building QualityChapter 3—What Is a Natural SEO Backlink? (Avoid These
Mistakes)Chapter 4—7 Deadly Link-Building Mistakes You Need to Avoid!Chapter 5—9 Tried,
Tested, and Proven Link-Building StrategiesChapter 6—Does a Backlink’s Domain Rating and
DA Matter?Chapter 7—How to Build More Backlinks with Social ProofChapter 8—How Long
Does Link Building Take to Influence Rankings?Chapter 9—Link-Building ROI: How to Calculate
the Value of BacklinksBook Your Free 1:1 Acceleration SessionPrefer to Do It Yourself? Sign Up
for My Free Link-Building CourseBonus 1—5 Internal Link-Building Hacks to Skyrocket Your
Organic TrafficBonus 2—How to Outsource Content Writing (and Save Hundreds of Hours)Final
WordsReviewIntroductionWhen it comes to SEO, things may seem smooth and easy for me
now, but they weren’t always this way.Over five years ago, I started building my first website.I had
a vision—I wanted to start an online business.But I had no idea where to get started with SEO…
And my website just wouldn’t rank…no matter how hard I tried!I spent months writing content
and perfecting it, but I still wasn’t getting any Google love.Then I met a few SEO gurus, and they
taught me the secret:Link building is the number one ranking factorfor your website on Google.In
fact, in a case study by Ahrefs of over one billion websites, 91 percent of content gets ZERO
traffic.Why?Well, the number one reason is a lack of backlinks.Then I discovered the art of link-
building outreach, and that was a huge game changer.Not only did I begin ranking my own



websites with ease, but I started helping clients do the same.And the demand for my link-
building service just skyrocketed! Since then, I’ve helped hundreds of clients rank their websites,
and I’ve reached thousands of people on YouTube, helping them rank their sites with SEO
too.I’ve received some amazing feedback from clients. In fact, my Upwork profile has dozens of
five-star reviews!There’s really nothing more rewarding than seeing my link-building agency
transform my clients’ businesses and helping them achieve their company goals.How This Book
Will Help YouWhat I’m going to share with you is basically everything you need to know about
link building.I’ll include some basics, including what link building is and why it’s important.If
you’re already familiar with link building, feel free to skip straight to the sections you’re interested
in.After that, I’ll cover my top nine link-building strategies with actionable steps for each
one.We’ll also look at how to check backlink quality, how long link building takes to work, and
tracking link-building ROI.I’ve even included these bonus materials at the end:● Five internal
link-building hacks to increase your rankings.● How to easily outsource your content writing
in three simple steps.Who is Julian Goldie, and why should I read this book?My name is Julian
Goldie. I’m going to teach you how to sustainably increase your rankings on Google, build more
backlinks, and grow your website’s traffic.Since getting into link building over five years ago, I’ve
helped hundreds of clients with SEO, thousands of viewers who’ve watched my YouTube videos,
and the people who’ve reached out thanking me.In this book, you’ll learn the tried, tested, and
proven link-building strategies that have worked for me.Got any questions? Want to connect?
Feel free to get in touch with me on any of the channels below:YouTube:LinkedIn:Website:It
would be great to hear from you!I also have a free link-building course available at:It’s free
because I just want to help as many websites as I can—that’s my goal in life.It’s great to connect
with new people, and I’m always happy to help if you have any questions.Just reach out via one
of the channels above and let me know.Thanks,Julian GoldieCEO ofChapter 1—What Is Link
Building?If you own a website, you’re probably wondering how to rank up on Google.When it
comes to Google rankings, one of the most important factors is something called backlinks.In
this chapter, you’re going to learn:● What is a backlink?● How do backlinks work?●
What’s the best way to build high-quality backlinks to boost your rankings?NOTE: This chapter is
just covering the basics. If you already understand backlinks and how they work, feel free to skip
ahead to the next chapter.Backlinks are links from other websites to your site.For example, if
you’re reading a blog and click on a link, that link takes you to another website.to a guide about
SEO.That is essentially a backlink.And it’s pretty much as simple as that!Why Build Backlinks?
Links tend to act like a voting system in Google’s algorithm.The more votes, aka backlinks, you
have, the higher your content is going to rank on Google.But not all backlinks are created equal,
and here’s why…These links are ways to measure how authoritative your website is.But it’s not
quite as simple as that because not all backlinks are the same.And this comes down to
quality.For example, a link from a very authoritative site like BBC.com is worth a lot more than a
website no one’s ever heard of.Why?Because the BBC is a trusted, respected source.So it
carries more influence.RelevanceWhen it comes to links, relevance also counts.If you have a



website about cats, then you’ll want to get a link from one of the most authoritative sites in the
cats niche.Why?Because relevant backlinks from trusted sources in your niche carry a lot of
weight.If you get links from relevant websites in your industry, then these act as votes to say that
your content is trustworthy and authoritative.So it’s essential when you’re building links to focus
on these two things:1. Quality2. RelevanceDo Backlinks Work?Well, the short answer is
yes.Here are three reasons why…SEO experts around the world have been interviewed, and
they always state that backlinks are one of the most important ranking factors for your
website.But not just that.When they looked at over one billion pages on the internet, they found
that over 90 percent of them get ZERO traffic.And why is that?The number one reason is
because they don’t have any backlinks.It’s essential to note that if you’re going to publish content
and spend that much time creating it, you also need to build links to the content.There’s no point
in publishing and praying that your content is going to rank.You have to build links to that content
and promote it.Google’s Andrey Lipattsev even revealed that out of 200+ factors in their
algorithm, backlinks are in the top 3.Google is secretive about its algorithm—but as you now
know, they clearly state that backlinks are crucial when ranking your website.Chapter 2—Link-
Building QualitySo, how can you get started building high-quality backlinks on your website?I
actually have a with a bunch of link-building tutorials.In Chapter 5, you’ll learn my Top 9 Link-
Building Strategies that are tried, tested, and proven to work.Whitehat vs. Blackhat LinksAs I
mentioned earlier, not all backlinks are created equal.There’s a right and a wrong way to build
links.This is what’s commonly referred to as Whitehat and Blackhat link building.Let me
explain.Whitehat links are ethical links built because your content is worth sharing, and they
create a better experience for users on the web.Blackhat links are links you build only because
you want to manipulate Google’s algorithm.Basically, you’re trying to trick the system to rank
your content higher.The biggest problem is, Blackhat links are risky.You have to be careful.If
you’re building Blackhat links, you can receive a Google penalty.They basically penalize you for
cheating the system.How Can a Penalty Affect Your Site?Here are a few ways a Google penalty
could affect your site:● De-indexing your content● A manual penalty● A harsh
algorithmic penalty that dwindles your traffic overnightThese penalties are rare but not worth the
risk.This is why it’s imperative to focus on building Whitehat links.Google doesn’t like people
trying to manipulate its algorithm!Instead, you should land links because you have amazing
content that people genuinely want to share and promote on their websites.It’s also essential to
know that some link-building methods are better than others.WARNING: One of the reasons I’ve
created this book is to save you time and frustration—because Google penalties are brutal.One
ecommerce store I’ve worked with lost thousands of dollars in sales overnight (before they hired
me). Luckily, you can recover.In fact, now they get over 1.1 million visitors per month from SEO
—.This comes down again to Blackhat and Whitehat techniques.Let me explain…Blackhat Link-
Building TechniquesThese are strategies that can get you penalized by Google.The following
are Blackhat link-building methods that you should try to avoid:● Buying software and
automating your link building● Manipulating your anchor text● Building links on forms and



directories● Using private blog networks (PBNs)Also, be careful with your outbound links.If
you’re linking out to spam, casinos, adult sites, etc., then it’s going to reflect poorly on your
site.Google’s algorithm is going to detect that you’re linking out to spammy websites, and you’ll
be guilty by association.Why Does Google Use Link Building as a Ranking Factor?So why are
backlinks so important?And why doesn’t Google rank you based on your content instead?One
of the reasons for this is that backlinks externally validate your content.It’s a form of social proof
and trust.If you’re getting Whitehat links from high-quality sites, it’s usually because your content
is good.Also, if you have a website with poor content or you’re doing something unethical, you
won’t be able to build the high-quality links that you need.Basically, if your website is spammy,
nobody will want to link to you.So Google’s algorithm analyzes your backlink profile and uses
this as a ranking factor because looking for votes from external third-party sources is a powerful
way to authenticate and validate that your content is good.The Compound EffectOnce you start
building links to your site, you’re going to see the power of the compound effect.…And this can
work for you—or against you.Let me explain.#1: A strong backlink profileA strong backlink profile
has lots of high-quality links from authoritative sources that are highly relevant to your
website.Or…#2: A poor backlink profileWhen you have a network of spammy websites linking to
and from your site, Google can quickly crawl your backlink profile with its algorithm and penalize
you for building spammy links.There’s no hiding from Google!Focusing on High-Quality LinksYou
should focus on building high-quality links as soon as you create your site.I also recommend
regularly auditing your backlink profile.That will give you a reliable picture of how authoritative
your backlink profile is and if there are any links that you need to disavow.To Sum It UpBacklinks
are basically like votes from other websites to say that your content is good.This is one of the
most important ranking factors for Google.If you want to rank your content, you need to:●
Focus on building links, not just publishing content● Build high-quality, relevant links to your
site● Avoid Blackhat link-building techniques that could get your website penalized or even
de-indexed completelyExercise—Content AuditTo build Whitehat backlinks, you need great
content.The better your content is, the more links and the higher quality links you’ll attract.This
could be in the form of blogs, videos, infographics, etc.So look at your website’s content
honestly and ask yourself:● What can I improve to take my content to the next level?● Is
my content genuinely valuable and actionable enough for other sites to link to it?● How does
it compare to my top five competitors? Better or worse? If worse, how can I bridge the gap?
Chapter 3—What Is a Natural SEO Backlink? (Avoid These Mistakes)If you’re doing anything
that looks unnatural when it comes to link building, you could potentially receive a penalty from
Google.According to Google’s link scheme guidelines:Any links intended to manipulate
PageRank or a site’s ranking in Google search results may be considered part of a link scheme
and a violation of Google’s Webmaster Guidelines.In other words, if you want your links to have
value and avoid Google penalties, the best way to do that is to make your links look as natural as
possible.So, what do natural backlinks look like? How do you use them to increase your
rankings?This chapter will answer all of your questions about natural backlinks.Good Links vs.



Bad LinksSo what do natural links look like?High-quality links look natural because they are well-
written and provide value.In other words, it’s not obvious that the link has been designed just to
manipulate Google’s algorithm. See the example below.Here are a few more cues:● There’s
not a ridiculous number of links on the page (i.e., it’s not a link farm!).● The link’s anchor text
is relevant to the content.● It doesn’t look odd or out of place to the reader.● Backlinks are
only included where they are necessary.
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Fungai Tichawangana, “Very useful guide. This is a practical guide for any blogger or webmaster
to follow as they work to get their content ranked. Julian shares lots of useful tools and tips that
help decipher the oftentimes intricate process of getting found online. No useless filler content-
just straight forward implementable advice.”

Daniel T Simpson, “A Great Starting Point for DIY Link Building. I’ve been in the process of
starting a new business and I was on the struggle-bus trying to figure out how to rank my
website.This book highlights the link building portion really well and I’m excited to begin creating
some online content and prospecting for back links to rank.This book will be an arrow in my
quiver to my overall SEO strategy.”

Sara P., “Informative. This was an interesting and informative book. Through it, I learned
techniques that I may implement in my own website, which needs attention and growth. To
address the concerns of other reviewers, the screenshots may not be the best, but not everyone
wants to watch YouTube videos or leans from them as easily as from reading. In this way, Julian
has expanded his audience, and that can be taken as another piece of advice for one who wants
to grow his or her online presence.”

Tony, “Awesome book!. There's a ton of useful link building tips, tutorials and advice in here I'd
never even considered. One of the best books on SEO I've read.”

Soft Shop, “So much learning and so easy. I was really intrigued by the title of this book and how
it would help my SEO, I am into the first few pages and I say wow! completely mind blown by
Julian and methodology of outreach and link building growth. Will definitely update the review
once the book is complete”

Richard Affolder, “Good source of backlink information.. I learned a lot about backlink from this
book. It is easy to understand and actionable.I recommend it to anyone interested y building
more organic traffic.”

Sebastian W, “A step by step guide with lots of hacks and useful tricks. Great book with lots of
useful content and tricks! I am currently (and finally) working on growing the organic traffic of my
business and this was super helpful to understand this topic better and to plan a proper strategy.
I knew a bit about on-page SEO, but link building was new to me. This book basically gave me a
clear framework where to start, which mistakes to avoid and most important a step by step
explanation of the process. It also covers tools, techniques, technical terms and tips for your
outreach strategy. His YouTube videos are great already, the book goes into much more depth. A
few genius techniques in there that I had never heard about before. 100% recommend it.”



The book by Julian Goldie has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 23 people have provided feedback.
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